1 Robotics & Control Lecture

Mohsen Nasroullahi will be presenting about Robotics & Control on Tuesday. Look at TI's design contest results to see how his senior design project did in this national design contest[^1]. What place did his team earn? What was his project?
Write Answer Here

2 Control Theory

Wiki "Control Theory"[^2]. Insert an image of a standard control loop and identify how this standard loop relates to the Robotics & Control Lab in ECE 111. Make sure to identify the Tiny26, Motor Controller & Motor, and the feedback resistor.
Insert Picture And Write Answer Here

3 OSU Robotics Club

Joey Tomlinson had to teach himself about PID loops last year to build a quadrotor for the OSU Robotics Club. Search youtube for "OSURC" and find a video of the aerial vehicle. Insert the standard control loop image and identify the controller, system, and sensor.
Insert Picture and Write Answer Here